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Introduction

According to the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO), in the last century, as much as 75% of the genetic diversity
(hundreds of thousands of plant varieties) has been lost. Every day,
another plant variety becomes extinct. Therefore, the genetic diversity
generated over thousands of years in plant species need long-term
conservation for food safety of human beings. The existed plant genetic
resources are the biological foundation of food, nutritional and health
security. This diversity used as raw material for all crop improvement
programmes through conventional and biotechnological approach.
International standards promulgated in 1994 for the conservation of plant
genetic resources for food and agriculture call for each "unique"
accession to be duplicated and stored in at least one additional location,
ideally in a different country or different location with in the country. The
need has been compelled to ensure the long-term conservation of plant
genetic resources, protecting them from both old and new threats, routine
as well as unprecedented occurrences.
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The genetic diversity contained within cultivated plant species is
immense. Over 6 million accessions - samples - of this diversity are
conserved (principally in the form of seed) in cold storage facilities in
various locations around the world. It is stated that these resources stand
between us and catastrophic starvation on a scale we cannot imagine."
Our existence on earth rests on how well we care of these seeds and their
existence depends on us.

Despite the richness, the species diversity in Himalaya is facing serious
environmental threats due to human over exploitation, forest and pasture
destruction for buildings and roads construction and subsequent soil
erosion. The high potential instability and inherent vulnerability of
mountain ecosystems render the Himalayan region one of the
ecologically fragile bio-geographic zones endangered plant and animal
species.

Loss of viability during seed storage for long- term (more than 30 years) in
ambient conditions is a serious problem. There is a requirement of low
temperature, based on the duration of storage of seeds. To conserve the
diversity, the seeds of different types of plants need long- term storage at
low temperature. According to the study conducted by Pritchard, H.W.
and Dickie, J.B. (2003) on seed storage at -18°C to -20°C temperatures
are found ideal for storage ofthe seeds for maximum duration (Table 1).

To create low temperature conditions especially in predominantly hot,
humid tropical and sub-tropical climate, there is a requirement of very
high recurring expenditure on energy for thousands years. Hence for cost
effective and safely conservation of important plant genetic resources
(PGR) for food, nutrition and health, it requires exploration and use of
alternative methods of long-term germplasm conservation. On other
hand the breeders used number of germplasm to develop desired variety
or parental lines for hybrid of particular trait, in this process lot of
germplasm is discarded which may have extinct quality for other trait and
in absence of adequate long-term conservation facility this valuable
germplasm is depleted which should be saved for future use. Energy
efficient genebank in permafrost conditions can play an important role for
cost effective long-term conservation of diversity not only in plants but
also in useful micro-organisms.
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Table 1: Predicted Longevity of Seeds of Selected Crops
( at 5% Moisture Content Stored at -200 C)

S. NO. Crop Expected Longevity (Years)

l. Barley 2061
2. Lettuce 73
3. Maize 125
4. Onion 413
5. Pea 9876
6. Rice 1138
7. Wheat 1639

Norway has created permafrost based long-term seed storage
facility at Svalbard to take the advantage of naturally low temperature
conditions at the site. During the experimentation, Defence Institute of
High Altitude Research(DIHAR) has found that Changla altitude 5360 m
AMSL situated about 90 km from Leh city also have low temperature
conditions like Svalbard, Norway. A feasibility study was conducted to find
out the scope of long-term plant germplasm conservation in suitable
location of high altitude cold desert Ladakh. Under this study a joint
(Defence Institute of High Altitude Research, Leh-Ladakh and National
Bureau of Plant Genetic Resources, New Delhi) exploratory experiment
on conservation of PGR was launched in 2001. This experiment was
conducted by storing of seeds at 5500 mAMSL.
Seed sample of 149 representative accessions of 47 major field and
horticultural crops were stored. Seed quality was examined after 1st, 2nd
& 4th year of storage. It was found in the study that most crop species are
able to maintain the seed quality near to their initial value, variation trend
in maintaining seed quality between the accessions of the same crop
species, difference between crops of a group and between the crop
groups in maintained seed germination were not significantly high alike
those of between accessions and the results were similar to those of seed
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stored under artificial low temperature conditions of -20°C in refrigerated
chambers. In this preliminary research trial, low temperature at 5500 m
altitude in cold desert climatic conditions of Ladakh has been observed
suitable for energy efficient cost effective long-term conservation of PGR.
On the basis of this study, DIHAR has created an energy efficient
prototype facility for long-term plant germ plasm conservation in
permafrost conditions of Chang-La (5360 m AMSL). This facility may be
expanded in future as per requirement of storage of number of
accessions of plant germplasm. This genebank at Changla, Ladakh is
the ideal place for long-term plant germ plasm preservation at low energy
input and cost effective in recurring expenditure and will help to check the
erosion of important genes by preserving them at naturally available low
temperature. The preserved diversity of the gene will serve as a safety
net for current and future food, nutrition and health security of troops
deployed in the sector in particular and whole civil society in general in an
era of global warming and climate change.

This facility will provide an insurance against both incremental and
catastrophic loss of the plant diversity. After expansion, the facility might
be able to protect Nation's most valuable plant genetic resources thus
making a major contribution to food and environmental security and to the
safety and well-being of national fast growing population for as far into the
future as we can see and it may be open for germ plasm storage at
international level.
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Table 2: Temperatures details in different months inside the
germplasm store at Changla .

S.No. Month Max-Tem CC) Mini-TemCC AvgTem("C)

1 Dec-2010 -15.8 -18.1 -17.2

2 Jan-2011 -13.7 -24.4 -19.2

3 Feb-2011 -14.7 -17.3 -16.2

4 Mar-20ll -12.1 -14.9 -13.7

5 Apr-2011 -8.8 -12.1 -10.7

Avarage -15.4
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